REGISTRY RESTRICTIONS DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE (RRDRP)
REVISED - NOVEMBER 2010

1.

1

Parties to the Dispute
The parties to the dispute will be the harmed organization or individual and the gTLD registry
operator. ICANN shall not be a party.

2.

3.

4.

1

Applicable Rules
2.1

This procedure is intended to cover these dispute resolution proceedings generally. To
the extent more than one RRDRP provider (“Provider”) is selected to implement the
RRDRP, each Provider may have additional rules and procedures that must be followed
when filing a Complaint. The following are the general procedure to be followed by all
Providers.

2.2

In any new gTLD registry agreement, the registry operator shall be required to agree to
participate in the RRDRP and be bound by the resulting Determinations.

Language
3.1

The language of all submissions and proceedings under the procedure will be English.

3.2

Parties may submit supporting evidence in their original language, provided and subject
to the authority of the RRDRP Expert Panel to determine otherwise, that such evidence
is accompanied by an English translation of all relevant text.

Communications and Time Limits
4.1

All communications with the Provider must be filed electronically.

4.2

For the purpose of determining the date of commencement of a time limit, a notice or
other communication will be deemed to have been received on the day that it is
transmitted to the appropriate contact person designated by the parties.

4.3

For the purpose of determining compliance with a time limit, a notice or other
communication will be deemed to have been sent, made or transmitted on the day that
it is dispatched.

Initial complaints by those claiming to be harmed by the non-compliance of community restricted TLDs might be
processed through an online form similar to the Whois Data Problem Report System at InterNIC.net. A nominal
processing fee could serve to decrease frivolous complaints. The registry operator would receive a copy of the
complaint and would be required to take reasonable steps to investigate (and remedy if warranted) the reported
non-compliance. The Complainant would have the option to escalate the complaint in accordance with this
RRDRP, if the alleged non-compliance continues. Implementation of such an online complaint process is under
investigation and consideration.

5.

6.

4.4

For the purpose of calculating a period of time under this procedure, such period will
begin to run on the day following the date of receipt of a notice or other
communication.

4.5

All references to day limits shall be considered as calendar days unless otherwise
specified.

Standing
5.1

The mandatory administrative proceeding will commence when a third-party
complainant (“Complainant”) has filed a Complaint with a Provider asserting that the
Complainant is a harmed organization or individual as a result of the community-based
gTLD registry operator not complying with the restrictions set out in the Registry
Agreement.

5.2

Established institutions, and individuals associated with defined communities, are
eligible to file a community objection. The “defined community” must be a community
related to the gTLD string in the application that is the subject of the dispute. To qualify
for standing for a community claim, the Complainant must prove both: it is an
established institution or an individual, and has an ongoing relationship with a defined
community that consists of a restricted population that the gTLD supports.

5.3

The Panel will determine standing and the Expert Determination will include a
statement of the Complainant’s standing.

Standards
6.1

7.

For an claim to be successful, the claims must prove that:
6.1.1

The community invoked by the objector is a defined community;

6.1.2

There is a strong association between the community invoked and the gTLD
label or string;

6.1.3

The TLD operator violated the terms of the community-based restrictions in its
agreement;

6.1.3

There is a measureable harm to the Complainant and the community named by
the objector.

Complaint
7.1

Filing:
The Complaint will be filed electronically. Once the Administrative Review has been
completed and the Provider deems the Complaint to be in compliance, the Provider will
electronically serve the Complaint and serve a hard copy and fax notice on the registry
operator consistent with the contact information listed in the Registry Agreement.
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7.2

Content:
7.2.1

The name and contact information, including address, phone, and email
address, of the Complainant, the registry operator and, to the best of
Complainant’s knowledge, the name and address of the current owner of the
registration.

7.2.2

The name and contact information, including address, phone, and email address
of any person authorized to act on behalf of Complainant.

7.2.3

A statement of the nature of the dispute, which must include:
7.2.3.1 The particular restrictions in the Registry Agreement with which the
registry operator is failing to comply; and
7.2.3.2 A detailed explanation of how the registry operator’s failure to comply
with the identified restrictions has caused harm to the complainant.

7.2.4

8.

A statement that the proceedings are not being brought for any improper
purpose.

7.3

Complaints will be limited to 5,000 words and 20 pages, excluding attachments, unless
the Provider determines that additional material is necessary.

7.4

Any supporting documents should be filed with the Complaint.

7.5

At the same time the Complaint is filed, the Complainant will pay a filing fee in the
amount set in accordance with the applicable Provider rules. In the event that the filing
fee is not paid within 10 days of the receipt of the Complaint by the Provider, the
Complaint will be dismissed without prejudice to the Complainant to file another
complaint.

Administrative Review of the Complaint
8.1

All Complaints will be reviewed within five (5) business days of submission by panelists
designated by the applicable Provider to determine whether the Complainant has
complied with the procedural rules.

8.2

If the Provider finds that the Complaint complies with procedural rules, the Complaint
will be deemed filed, and the proceedings will continue. If the Provider finds that the
Complaint does not comply with procedural rules, it will electronically notify the
Complainant of such non-compliant and provide the Complainant five (5) business days
to submit an amended Complaint. If the Provider does receive an amended Complaint
within the five (5) business days provided, it will dismiss the Complaint and close the
proceedings without prejudice to the Complainant’s submission of a new Complaint that
complies with procedural rules. Filing fees will not be refunded if the Complaint is
deemed not in compliance.
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8.3

9.

10

11.

If deemed compliant, the Provider will electronically serve the Complaint on the registry
operator and serve a paper notice on the registry operator that is the subject of the
Complaint consistent with the contact information listed in the Registry Agreement.

Response to the Complaint
9.1

The registry operator must file a response to each Complaint within thirty (30) days of
service the Complaint.

9.2

The Response will comply with the rules for filing of a Complaint and will contain the
names and contact information for the registry operator, as well as a point by point
response to the statements made in the Complaint.

9.3

The Response must be electronically filed with the Provider and the Provider must serve
it upon the Complainant in electronic form with a hard-copy notice that it has been
served.

9.4

Service of the Response will be deemed effective, and the time will start to run for a
Reply, upon electronic transmission of the Response.

9.5

If the registry operator believes the Complaint is without merit, it will affirmatively
plead in it Response the specific grounds for the claim.

9.6

At the same time the Response is filed, the registry operator will pay a filing fee in the
amount set in accordance with the applicable Provider rules. In the event that the filing
fee is not paid within ten (10) days of the receipt of the Response by the Provider, the
Response will be deemed improper and not considered in the proceedings, but the
matter will proceed to Determination.

Reply
10.1

The Complainant is permitted ten (10) days from Service of the Response to submit a
Reply addressing the statements made in the Response showing why the Complaint is
not “without merit.” A Reply may not introduce new facts or evidence into the record,
but shall only be used to address statements made in the Response. Any new facts or
evidence introduced in a Response shall be disregarded by the Expert Panel.

10.2

Once the Complaint, Response and Reply (as necessary) are filed and served, a Panel will
be appointed and provided with all submissions.

Default
11.1

If the registry operator fails to respond to the Complaint, it will be deemed to be in
default.

11.2

Limited rights to set aside the finding of default will be established by the Provider, but
in no event will it be permitted absent a showing of good cause to set aside the finding
of Default.
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12.

13.

11.3

The Provider shall provide Notice of Default via email to the Complainant and registry
operator.

11.4

All Default cases shall proceed to Expert Determination on the merits.

Expert Panel
12.1

The Provider shall select and appoint a single-member Expert Panel within (21) days
after receiving the Reply, or if no Reply is filed, within 21 days after the Reply was due to
be filed .

12.2

The Provider will appoint a one-person Expert Panel unless any party requests a threemember Expert Panel.

12.3

In the case where either party requests a three-member Expert Panel, each party (or
each side of the dispute if a matter has been consolidated) shall select an Expert and the
two selected Experts shall select the third Expert Panel member. Such selection shall be
made pursuant to the Provider’s rules or procedures. RRDRP panelists within a Provider
shall be rotated to the extent feasible.

12.4

Expert Panel members must be independent of the parties to the post-delegation
challenge. Each Provider will follow its adopted procedures for requiring such
independence, including procedures for challenging and replacing an Expert for lack of
independence.

Costs
13.1

The Provider will estimate the costs for the proceedings that it administers under this
procedure in accordance with the applicable Provider Rules. Such costs will cover the
administrative fees of the Provider and for the Expert Panel, and are intended to be
reasonable.

13.2

The Complainant shall be required to pay the filing fee as set forth above in the
“Complaint” section, and shall be required to submit the full amount of the Provider
estimated administrative fees and the Expert Panel fees at the outset of the
proceedings. Fifty percent of that full amount shall be in cash (or cash equivalent) to
cover the Complainant’s share of the proceedings and the other 50% shall be in either
cash (or cash equivalent), or in bond, to cover the registry operator’s share if the
registry operator prevails.

13.3

If the Panel declares the Complainant to be the prevailing party, the registry operator is
required to reimburse Complainant for all Panel and Provider fees incurred. Failure to
do shall be deemed a violation of the RRDRP and a breach of the Registry Agreement,
subject to remedies available under the Agreement up to and including termination.
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14.

15.

16.

Discovery/Evidence
14.1

In order to achieve the goal of resolving disputes rapidly and at a reasonable cost,
discovery will generally not be permitted. In exceptional cases, the Expert Panel may
require a party to provide additional evidence.

14.2

If permitted, discovery will be limited to that for which each Party has a substantial
need.

14.3

Without a specific request from the Parties, but only in extraordinary circumstances, the
Expert Panel may request that the Provider appoint experts to be paid for by the Parties,
request live or written witness testimony, or request limited exchange of documents.

Hearings
15.1

Disputes under this RRDRP will usually be resolved without a hearing.

15.2

The Expert Panel may decide on its own initiative, or at the request of a party, to hold a
hearing. However, the presumption is that the Expert Panel will render Determinations
based on written submissions and without a hearing.

15.3

If a request for a hearing is granted, videoconferences or teleconferences should be
used if at all possible. If not possible, then the Expert Panel will select a place for
hearing if the parties cannot agree.

15.4

Hearings should last no more than one day, except in the most exceptional
circumstances.

15.5

If the Expert Panel grants one party’s request for a hearing, notwithstanding the other
party’s opposition, the Expert Panel is encouraged to apportion the hearing costs to the
requesting party as the Expert Panel deems appropriate.

15.6

All dispute resolution proceedings will be conducted in English.

Burden of Proof
The Complainant bears the burden of proving its claim; the burden should be by a
preponderance of the evidence.

17.

Remedies
17.1

Since registrants of domain names registered in violation of the agreement restriction
are not a party to the action, a recommended remedy cannot take the form of deleting,
transferring or suspending registrations that were made in violation of the agreement
restrictions (except to the extent registrants have been shown to be officers, directors,
agents, employees, or entities under common control with a registry operator).

17.2

Recommended remedies will not include monetary damages or sanctions to be paid to
any party other than fees awarded pursuant to section 13.
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17.3

The Expert Panel may recommend a variety of graduated enforcement tools against the
registry operator if the Expert Panel determines that the registry operator allowed
registrations outside the scope of its promised limitations, including:
17.3.1 Remedial measures, which may be in addition to requirements under the
registry agreement, for the registry to employ to ensure against allowing future
registrations that do not comply with community-based limitations; except that
the remedial measures shall not:
(a)

Require the registry operator to monitor registrations not related to the
names at issue in the RRDRP proceeding, or

(b)

direct actions by the registry operator that are contrary to those
required under the registry agreement

17.3.2 Suspension of accepting new domain name registrations in the gTLD until such
time as the violation(s) identified in the Determination is(are) cured or a set
period of time;
OR,
17.3.3 In extraordinary circumstances where the registry operator acted with malice
providing for the termination of a registry agreement.
17.3

18.

In making its recommendation of the appropriate remedy, the Expert Panel will consider
the ongoing harm to the Complainant, as well as the harm the remedies will create for
other, unrelated, good faith domain name registrants operating within the gTLD.

The Expert Determination
18.1

The Provider and the Expert Panel will make reasonable efforts to ensure that the
Expert Determination is rendered within 45 days of the appointment of the Expert Panel
and absent good cause, in no event later than 60 days after the appointment of the
Expert Panel.

18.2

The Expert Panel will render a written Determination. The Expert Determination will
state whether or not the Complaint is factually founded and provide the reasons for its
Determination. The Expert Determination should be publicly available and searchable
on the Provider’s web site.

18.3

The Expert Determination may further include a recommendation of specific remedies.
Costs and fees to the Provider, to the extent not already paid, will be paid within thirty
(30) days of the Expert Determination.

18.4

The Expert Determination shall state which party is the prevailing party.

18.5

While the Expert Determination that a community-based restricted gTLD registry
operator was not meeting its obligations to police the registration and use of domains
within the applicable restrictions shall be considered, ICANN shall have the authority to
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impose the remedies ICANN deems appropriate, given the circumstances of each
matter.
19.

20.

Appeal of Expert Determination
19.1

Either party shall have a right to seek a de novo appeal of the Expert Determination of
liability or recommended remedy based on the existing record within the RRDRP
proceeding for a reasonable fee to cover the costs of the appeal.

19.2

An appeal must be filed with the Provider and served on all parties within 20 days after
an Expert Determination is issued and a response to the appeal must be filed within 20
days after the appeal. Manner and calculation of service deadlines shall in consistent
with those set forth in Section 4 above, “Communication and Time Limits.”

19.3

A three-member Appeal Panel is to be selected by the Provider, but no member of the
Appeal Panel shall also have been an Expert Panel member.

19.4

The fees for an appeal in the first instance shall be borne by the appellant.

19.5

A limited right to introduce new admissible evidence that is material to the
Determination will be allowed upon payment of an additional fee, provided the
evidence clearly pre-dates the filing of the Complaint.

19.6

The Appeal Panel may request at its sole discretion, further statements or evidence
from any party regardless of whether the evidence pre-dates the filing of the Complaint
if the Appeal Panel determines such evidence is relevant..

19.7

The prevailing party shall be entitled to an award of costs of appeal.

19.8

The Providers rules and procedures for appeals, other than those stated above, shall
apply.

Challenge of a Remedy
20.1

ICANN shall not implement a remedy for violation of the RRDRP for at least 20 days after
the issuance of an Expert Determination, providing time for an appeal to be filed.

20.2

If an appeal is filed, ICANN shall stay its implementation of a remedy pending resolution
of the appeal.

20.3

If ICANN decides to implement a remedy for violation of the RRDRP, ICANN will wait ten
(10) business days (as observed in the location of its principal office) after notifying the
registry operator of its decision. ICANN will then implement the decision unless it has
received from the registry operator during that ten (10) business-day period official
documentation that the registry operator has either: (a) commenced a lawsuit against
the Complainant in a court of competent jurisdiction challenging the Expert
Determination of liability against the registry operator, or (b) challenged the intended
remedy by initiating dispute resolution under the provisions of its Registry Agreement.
If ICANN receives such documentation within the ten (10) business day period, it will not
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seek to implement its decision under the RRDRP until it receives: (i) evidence of a
resolution between the Complainant and the registry operator; (ii) evidence that
registry operator’s lawsuit against Complainant has been dismissed or withdrawn; or (iii)
a copy of an order from the dispute resolution provider selected pursuant to the
Registry Agreement dismissing the dispute against ICANN whether by reason of
agreement of the parties or upon determination of the merits.

21.

20.4

The registry operator may challenge ICANN’s imposition of a remedy imposed in
furtherance of an Expert Determination that the registry operator is liable under the
RRDRP, to the extent a challenge is warranted, by initiating dispute resolution under the
provisions of its Registry Agreement. Any arbitration shall be determined in accordance
with the parties’ respective rights and duties under the Registry Agreement. Neither the
Expert Determination nor the decision of ICANN to implement a remedy is intended to
prejudice the registry operator in any way in the determination of the arbitration
dispute. Any remedy involving a termination of the Registry Agreement must be
according to the terms and conditions of the termination provision of the Registry
Agreement.

20.5

Nothing herein shall be deemed to prohibit ICANN from imposing remedies at any time
and of any nature it is otherwise entitled to impose for a registry operator’s noncompliance with its Registry Agreement.

Availability of Court or Other Administrative Proceedings
21.1

The RRDRP is not intended as an exclusive procedure and does not preclude individuals
from seeking remedies in courts of law, including, as applicable, review of an Expert
Determination as to liability.

21.2

The parties are encouraged, but not required to participate in informal negotiations
and/or mediation at any time throughout the dispute resolution process but the
conduct of any such settlement negotiation is not, standing alone, a reason to suspend
any deadline under the proceedings.
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